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The School of i\rchitecture at the University of Maryland is
committed to study abroad as a way of broadening students' knowledge
and experience of archtecture and urban design. In addition to programs
in Europe, which explore the \Vestern heritage, the School offers
programs t o cultures outside the Euro-American sphere ~ v i t hwhich
students are most familiar. Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, E g p t , Tunisia,
hlorocco andTurkey are countries that have provided students with an
appreciation of a rich variety of human settlements.
Turkey is the country we have returned to most often for many
reasons. The layers of civilizations over millennia offer unmatched
resources for the student of architecture. The emphasis of most
programs is on the Ottoman period, with the Selpk, Byzantine, Classical
and earlier periods forming the background. Istanbul is, of course, a
city that must be known t o any educated archtect. However, the cities
and towns ofhatolia, such as Bursa,Afyon,Amasya, Safranbolu,.Aklehr
and others, are more easily understood because of their limited scale
and because they represent purer examples of Ottoman attitudes toward
making settlements. A regionalist theoretical perspective guides the
programs, and students, therefore, examine both monumental and
vernacular traditions in attempting t o achieve a rich and holistic
understandng ofTurkish culture. In this regard, Ottoman houses are
of particular interest as sophisticated examples of vernacular tradtions
and as models for urban living. Indeed, the "modernity" of Ottoman
houses is impressive, as has been noted by many archtects, including Le
Corbusier. Fortunately, individual houses and, more importantly,
assemblages of houses from the Ottoman period remain, facilitating
study at the scales of houses, streets, neighborhoods, villages, and towns.
Turkey's long hstory of contact with Europe and America provides
opportunities for cross-cultural &scussion and insight. W h l e for most
students the experience inTurkey represents the "other," there is also
much that is familiar. Thus, there is a sense of initial accessibility that
smooths the path to understanding what is less so. It must also be said
that Turkey is an ideal venue for study because of the extraordmary
hospitality of the people we meet. In universities and agencies, faculty
and administrators have graciously facilitated our studies. In bazaars
and residential neighborhoods, our students are understood to be more
than casual tourists, and we are made to feel welcome and comfortable
\vith traditional offers of friendship, such as drinks, food, home visits,
and exchange of photographs and addresses. The personal warmth of
theTurkish people is a significant factor in students' enthusiasm for the
country, ~vhich,in turn, makes them want t o learn more about the
culture.

REGIONALISM ANDVERNACULAR LANDSCAPES
The pedagogic framework for our programs inTurkey has been an
interest in "regionalism," which has many advantages as a conceptual
frame~vorkfor design education, not the least of which is its emphasis

on orocess over stvle. Re~ionalism
reauires that architecture reflect
0
its time, place and culture and that it link the past, the present, and
perhaps the future. In terms of education regionalism encompasses not
only an architectural theorj-,but a study of culture as well. The skills
specific to a regionalist approach include the ability to "read" and analyze
vernacular landscapes, urban forms and building typologies and the
understanding of technological choices based upon climate, material
availability, economics, and the expertise of the labor force. ,4 slull of a
dfferent land is the ability to "read"culture. narticularlv as it is manifest
in built form, and to develop a cross-cultural viewpoint. Many students
who participate in study ;broad experiences also take a skminar in
regionalism taught by the author, but even those that do not are exposed
to discussions of regionalist concepts during their travels.
Examination of existing vernacular building traditions is a starting
point for theoretical considerations of regionalism, insofar as
archtecture is seen to embodyJ values and Iorocesses 1narticular t o a
culture. The history of interpretation and transformation of indigenous
traditions is reveals its oersistent timeless aualities
as well as its abilityJ
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t o sustain change. One need o n l ~study the n ork of an archtect like
Sedad Eldem ofTurkey to understand how lonp-estabhshed att~tudes
toward landscape, clikate and shelter may bpreflected in bulldmgs
xvhch have no literal archtectural orecedent in the nast. Eldem found
inspiration for his ~ v o r kin Ottoman houses, themselves the varied
products of many Asian and European d u e n c e s . Indeed, a more holistic
treatment of archtectural hstory than is normally presented to students
would view world architecture and urbanism as a continuum, 151th many
traditions overlapping and influencing each other eyer time, and xvith
buildngs seen as inseparable from their contexts. It n - o d d also include
studies of the vernacular. for it is in t h s realm of architecture that
society demonstrates its common sense and m1sdom. Unllke the trahtions
of admired monuments. the traditions of the vernacular are often still
alive, albeit under siege. For a world increasingly interested in the
efficient use of material and energy resources, vernacular building
processes provide important insights into the intimate relationship
between nature and our built environment. And for teachers of
architecture, James Marston Fitch, \vho has long advocated the values
t o be found in vernacular architecture, offers this suggestion:

The central problem which we confront i n teaching thej.oung architects
oftheM'estern world lies i n convincing them o f t h e esperiential reali2.
ofthe raw terrestrial environment i n which t h g -are submerged.. . . The
massive application ofmechanical energ. to eve? task is so pert asive
that the student takes i t as the sine qua non of all architectural
design.. .. Giren their cultural milieu and economic status, t h y maj.
by choice hare esposed themselres occasionallr- to the stresses o f alpine
snows or tropical beaches. But such forays are alrrqs of limited
duration, madefrom the securelr controlled base conditions of heated
ski lodges and air-conditioned resorts.. .. The e.xtremeformalism rrhich

characterizes tod9,'s architecture derives direct[r-from its state of
sheltered isolation, i n both theoretical and experiential terms. It is
for this reason that the stu+ o f the architectures ofpre-industrial
and pre-literate societies should prore to be productive for architectural
students ere;iwhere, i n the advanced countries o f the W s t and the
developing countries of the Third Wbrld alike.

'

The ability to "read" and analyze vernacular landscapes, urban forms,
and building typologies is implicit in the discussion above. A skill of a
ddferent kind is the ability to"read"culture, particularly as it is manifest
in built form. To read culture one must first have a cross-cultural
riewpoint. \Vith a cross-cultural viewpoint one recognizes that even in
the United States the sub-cultures of hlardand.
California.Texas. and
2
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Iowa are distinct from each other, despite commonalities. As Amos
Rapoport points out: "Given a certain climate, the availability of certain
materials, and the constraints and capabilities of a given level of
technology, what finally decides the form of a dwelling, and molds the
spaces and their relationships, is the vision that people have of the ideal
life."' The ability to understand this vision becomes a critical slull of the
archtect interested in repionalism.
There are numerous w r i t i nn~ sw h c h
c
facilitate cultural understanding for students. For example, the work of
nsvcholo~ist
EdwardT. Hall illuminates cultural differences in snatial
I
/
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perception and interpersonal behallor, and J.B.Jackson is adept at readmg
culture as manifest in the s h 1a ~Ci nof~ landscane.
Economist E. F.
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Schumacher provides insight into the relationshp between economic
systems and culture, xvhile Edward Said and Janet Abu-Lughod explain
the complex tensions that are expressed in the increasingly problematic
hchotomies of East/West, traditional/modern, andThrd\Vorld/First
World. In addition, Christopher Alexander's pattern language is an
excellent tool for analyzing how people use architecture.

CROSS-CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING
Because architecture schools in the United States have trahtionally
focused students on the architectural traditions of European and North
American cultures, there has been little exposure t o other trahtions.
Indeed, even our own\Vestern tradition has become generalized, with
relatively little attention p e n to sub-cultures. It is, therefore, inevitable
that architects and students of architecture might ask whether the kind
of cultural sensitivity required for a regionalist perspective is within
the capability of an outsider to a culture. How successfully can an
American archtect practice in Sauh Arabia or how successfully can an
.4rab architect practice in America? Indeed, can a NewYork architect
practice successfully in California? It is a fact that in an age of instant
communication, easy access to virtually any part of the world, and
international economic markets, architects practice wherever their
interests and abilities take them. architects often simply bring their
own style of bulldmg to the ne\v context, and it must be added that local
architects and clients, too, associate themselves with imported styles
seen to be fashionable. The result is the all too familiar homogenization
of architecture throughout the world.
O n the other hand, the number of European and American archtects
who have been recipients of the Aga Khan Award for Architecture, for
example, suggests a more hopeful outcome, attainable in part through
breahng dowm artificial dichotomies such as modern/tra&tional, East/
West, and professional/vernacular.
'4s architecture critic Robert
Campbell notes:
... sure& a homogeneous built world is the ultimate horror. That's
whj. the Aga Khan ATI-ards...are so interesting. T h y are the on!r
serious efforts to discorer and cultir-ate a kind of design that rrdl
retain its cultural language rvithout c o p p t t i n g the past. That? not
an ea.y job, and i t requires deep attention to the essence o f a culture,

as well as a sensitive response to whater-er isgenuine11-local: climate,
materials, building traditions, perceptions, and rrhat Spanish architect
Rafael Moneo calls "the rrhisper o f t h e site.''
Edwardll! Said, in his book Orientalism, summarizes the challenge:

'%an one divide human reali?; as indeed human r e a l i ~seems to be
genuineLr dirided, into clearLr d f i r e n t cultures, histories, traditions,
societies, even races, and suri-ire the consequences human4.i B j
surviving the consequences human21; I mean to ask whether there is
the division, saf; of
an>. r r T of ax-oiding the hostili2. expressed
men into "us" (PT4sterners) and "ther." (Orientals).'"
While Said's context of orientalism is specific, the issues are more
general. The tendency to generalize and categorize in the definition of
cultural characteristics can lead to a static conception of society rather
than t o the more factual view of a society in continual evolution. The
regionalist response must be t o recognize the vitality inherent in
inhgenous conhtions and values and t o enlist universal architectural
ideas and personal vision in the search for regional expres~ion.A crosscultural viewpoint requires that the stance of the professional as one of
assumed superiority, an attitude of"In, needs to be replaced by a more
flexible, open, and cooperative stance, an attitude of"wen. In an academic
context, the development of a cross-cultural point of view can be
facilitated through hscussion and field experiences, and the ability to
"read" an environmental context is the particular analytic shll that studyabroad experiences cultivate.

FIELD STUDY IN TURKEY
W h l e regonalist thinking may be applied t o any project anywhere,
there are pedagogical advantages t o taking students abroad. In an
unfamiliar context students nil1 have sharpened perceptions of the
environment as ~vellas of themselves in relation to it. Furthermore,
free of the hstractions of customary routines and habits, students may
focus their attention in a \vay not possible at home. Finally, in many
countries with older cultures than the United States there is a more
fully developed and defined attitude toward builhng, which facilitates
clearer
understanding of the processes w h c h brought about the shape
..
of the environment.
The first Maryland School of.l\rchitecture program inTurkey was
in the summer of 1987. The program was led by Profs. Kaya ArikoO lu,
Lindlevi Vann and William Bechhoefer. Prof. ArikoO lu is a Turkish
architect and an alumnus of the School who joined the faculty after
further study at Cornell and practice in the United States and Europe,
includingTurkey. His net\vork of connections inTurkey, as well as his
knowledge of both monumental and vernacular Turkish building
traditions, were pre-conditions for the experience; he no\\ lives and
practices in Adana. Prof.Vann is a classical archeologist with many years
experience inTurkey at Sarhs. For the past several )-earshe has directed
a University of klaryland program of archeological surveys at Aperlae.
Prof. Bechhoefer provided the regonalist design perspective, as \\;ell
as many years of experience in the Islamic world. hlore recent programs
have been du-ected solely by Prof. Bechhoefer. While the first programs
were six weeks in length and included studio work in Istanbul, current
programs are three weeks long
a time frame nhich better suits
student schedules and ~vhichstill offers a solid field study experience.
Programs are limited t o twelve students to facilitate a seminar format
of instruction.
Field research reauirements include the documentation and analvsis
J
of urban forms, street types, building types, architectural details, and
construction methods. Eaually
imnortant
are analyses
1
,
.
, of use natterns.
private and social rituals, and non-visual sensations such as noise and
-

smells. Furthermore, students are urged to investigate language, food,
art and craft traditions, and other cultural manifestations, always
recording their reactions. The personal reactions are most important,
as they change over time and lead to their own special understanding of
the place. The format of study is an annotated sketchbook, which is
critiqued regularly. Independent observation is encouraged, and
discussion sessions are preferred over lectures, of which there are few.
hlost students are at the graduate level, and undergraduate participants
tend t o be those who have some prior international experience. Even
though the fen weeks of a typical summer program abroad is hardly
enough time t o become comfortable in a foreign culture, it is enough
time to begin to understand the principles guidmg the creation of spaces
and buildmgs .
Among our favorite cities for field study is Amasya, which has an
abundant hstoric background, a dramatic setting, historic neighborhoods
and important monuments reflecting more than two thousand years of
its existence. One ofAmasya9sattractions is that it is a"real"Turhsh city,
\vhere the hstoric neighborhoods have not been gentrified, and the
monuments function for the local population on a daily basis. .4lthough
the modern parts of tolvn are not very handsome, the scale is
comfortable andTurkish life goes on in an unaffected way. Tourists are
to a large degree still "guests" and the recipients of traditionalTurkish
hospitality. An organization which exemplifies this hospitality isThe
Amasya Riverfront Houses Project, Y.4BEP (i\masyaYalOboyu Evleri
Projesi), an informal group of concerned citizens who have come
together becaure of their pride and love for the tit)- of Amasya. The
members include the Governor and Mayor ofAmasya, as well as l e a h g
citizens from the business and professional communities. The director
is.4li KamilYalch, an archtect of exceptional motivation and experience
with tradtional housing as well as new development practices. Y'4BEP
is dedicated t o continuing Amasya's long tra&tion of hosting cultural
activities, and the original motivation forY.4BEP was the improvement
of tourism compatible with the city. YABEP has been particular1)influential in the preservation of ~4masya'shstoric neighborhood on
the river that defines the city center. Iliorhng \vithAliYa'al~;n,and living
in a restored 18"' century house, students are always enthusiastic about
Amasya. More specifically, Amasya demonstrates to students the power
of a natural and cultural landscape on urban form. Furthermore, its
stock of Ottoman housing is among the best inA4natolia,although it is
fragile in the face of modern development pressures. Amasya's squatter
housing also provides lessons in the ability of the informal sector t o
build better than private or public contractors, as well as lessons in
cultural politics.
Subsequent to our field study in Amasya, in 1996 two University of
hlaryland students p e p a r e d the plan for the new river terrace and
amphitheater facing the historic district, and in 1997 the author
participated in setting planning and historic preservation goals for the
city. .A book, The Ottoman House, co-edited by the author and a British
colleague, was the result of an international symposium held inL4masya
in 1996. The book includes a chapter by a PhD student who had been
introduced to ,4masya on one of the Mar)-land trips, and who later
received a Fulbright Research Fellowship to work on her dissertation
there.

DESIGN STUDIO
IVhile the focus of work inTurkey is on field study and analy-'
(;IS,we
have done conceptual design work in short workshops. We do not feel
that students should spend much time in a stud10when the most valuable
lessons are in the streets. However, we have produced design proposals
in some depth when the students have the opportunity to take graduate
design studios back home in hlaryland based on their field work. Thus,
lessons from the summer analytical work may be followed by synthesis
in the study of a contemporary urban design or archtectural problem.

The studio provides the context for the synthesis of regional analysis,
archtectural problem solving, and the personal interpretation w h c h
each student brings to the design process. On the level of urban design,
understandng of the fabric of a traditional city as a two-dimensional
pattern and as a system of three-dmensional spaces is a precondition
for its transformation, Design proposals are made in light of concerns
about transportation, economics, and politics, as well as about historical
c ~ n t i n u i t ~ a nsocial
d
amenity. ~ o l u t i o n sare expressed in terms of
conceptual diagrams, design Lpdelines, and illustrative plans.
At the level of architectural design, each student inevitably has a
dfferent attitude about the organization and vocabulary of his/her
buildng. Solutions usually include relatively literal representations of
indgenous styles and contemporary interpretations of local forms,
materials, and details. The most ambitious projects are generally the
most abstract in expression, relying upon hstorical principles of spatial
typologes and architectural composition, and upon subtle adjustments
t o the city and its movement patterns. Avoidance of a nostalgic or
sentimental view of the past is a common goal, to be achieved in part by
dealing with the buildings in a real physical and socio-political context at
scales ranpng from urban design through construction details.
Although the program of field study inTurkey examines vernacular
archtecture and its processes of design and construction, students almost
always approach their design work in the role of the professional
architects they are aspiring to be. Thus, their perspective is shaped by
the more or less universal modernist design methodology taught by
most schools and practiced in most offices throughout the world.
Nonetheless, a cross-cultural viewpoint does shape their decisions and
contribute to their understandm9
of how their work relates to its context
c .
in more than simple visual terms.'
The first graduate design studio about Turkey concerned the
Eminonii &strict of Istanbul, which followed the study-abroad programs
in 1987 and 1988. The project was dvected by Prof. William Bechhoefer,
in collaboration with Prof. Kaya S. ArikoO lu and Prof. Lindley Vann.
Mimar Sinan University, Istanbul, provided the use of its facilities and
the invaluable assistance of its faculty. Faculty from BOOaziqi University,
Bebek. contributed sivrvficant and influential commentary on the work
in progress. We also received encouragement and guidance from Prof.
Sedad Hakkl, Eldem in the first season of our work.
One proposal responded to the barrier that traffic presents between
the water and the city, attempting t o recall the traditional relationship
of the citv
t o the Golden Horn. The trace of the old citv
walls was used
J
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in a scheme that bridged the hghway and brought the city closer to the
water. A "campus" of public buildmgs on the water \vas proposed at t h s
"gateway" site, w h l e the parks to the west were t o be left as green
spaces. In addtion t o the sheer complexity of the problem, the students
dealt with an urban intensity that was well beyond their prior
experiences. They became particularly aware of the meeting and clash
of Eastern andWestern ideas that is so characteristic of Istanbul, as well
as of the vivid continuity of hstory that can be an inspiration for design.
Another graduate design s t d o examined AkO ehir, a s~nallcity
situated on the eastern s l o ~ e of
s the foothills of the Sultan mountains in
Konya province of central Anatolia. AkOehr is much more manageable
in scale and complexity than Istanbul, lvhile still exhibiting a richly
layered hstory. The image of the trahtional city is formed by numerous
historical monuments, mosques and ~nausoleums,with the organic fabric
of housing that joins them. number ofbuildings from the Byzantine,
Selcuk and Ottoman periods, along with residential neighborhoods can
be seen today. The most i mI~ o r t a n tmonument of the citv
is the
J
mausoleum of Nasrettin Hoca, the fourteenth-century folk hero and
master of satire who was a native ofAkOehr. The city gained its current
urban character as the result of continuous development during the
Republican period. Of particular interest are the regional variations of
Ottoman house types, as well as the unresolved fault line between old
and new uarts of the city. Students were assisted bvi Prof. Dr. .4\-kut
Karaman, a natne of.4k;ehlr m ho teaches urban deslgn at M ~ m a Sman
r
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University, and who came t o Maryland as a visiting critic during the
studio. Their work focused on housing and involved design of a new
neighborhood between the old and new parts of the city. In developing
design proposals for new housing in Aklehir, students were asked t o
respond to climate, cultural patterns and historic context. Because the
context is more modest than Istanbul, it is also more easily grasped and
more deeply comprehended. One proposal that was submitted t o the
ACS,i\-Otis Elevator International Urban Housing Student Design
Competition in 1995 was published as a noteworthy project.

CONCLUSION
Students come to a better understanding of themselve~as architects
in a multi-cultural n-orld by observing and studying in a culture outside
their normal American or European experience. Regionalist theory
provides a framework for study by looking at architecture and urbanism
as culturally based and responsive to intensely local climate, geography
and material availability. L4tthe same time, the layering of traditions
that is so evident inTurkey illuminates the fact that no architecture has
ever been immune to imports and influences from outside its immehate
geographic limitations. Turkey provides an ideal laboratory where the
multiple cultures of the hliddle East, Central Asia, and Europe have
been meeting for millennia. Because American students can find some

points of reference inTurkey, their intellectual and emotional access to
the culture is facilitated. The rich architectural heritage and the genuine
and extraordinary hospitality which is extended by Turks reinforces and
deepens this access and makesTurkey an inspiring, as well as delightful,
venue for study.
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